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"How many maps, in the descriptive or geographical sense, might be needed to deal              
exhaustively with a given space, to code and decode all its meanings and             
contents? It is doubtful whether a finite number can ever be given in answer to this                
sort of question. What we are most likely confronted with here is a sort of instant                
infinity, a situation reminiscent of a Mondrian painting. It is not only the codes — the                
map's legend, the conventional signs of map-making and map-reading — that are liable             
to change, but also the objects represented, the lens through which they are viewed,              
and the scale used. The idea that a small number of map, or even a single (and                 
singular) map might be sufficient can only apply in a specialized area of study whose               
own self-affirmation depends on isolation from its context". Lefebvre, H. (1992)           
Production of Space. Blackwell: Oxford (p. 85-86) 
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The aim of this module is (1) to introduce the basic notions and principles of urbanism to planning                  
students while teaching different techniques of understanding urban space and its dynamics; and (2) to               
develop intervention proposals that change the ways in which the socio-spatial and spatio-economic             
relationships embedded within these urban spaces are structured. The module consists of three             
sub-modules. 
  
SUB-MODULE I: Decoding Urban Physical Structure and its Interaction with Urban Mobilities 
The first sub-module will focus on the urban physical infrastructure and discuss how mobilities are               
formed and find meaning based on the functions and characteristics of these infrastructures. Students              
are expected to unfold these relationships by doing an ethnographic research in the selected area.               
Students will also search the spatial reflection of some concepts (as well as their counter-parts) such as                 
continuity, proximity, transparency, entrance and passage. 
Fieldwork: data collection and analysis through on-site observation in groups of five 
Data Presentation and Interpretation: mapping (of different physical layers), diagrams of horizontal            
and vertical mobility of people and goods (if possible also virtual movements), 2D-3D drawings of               
physical structures that produce vertical movements 
Submission material: A2 poster with abovementioned information (one per group) 
Date: 09.02.2017-16.03.2017 
  
SUB-MODULE II: Decoding Spaces of Urban Dwellers & Passers by 
The second sub-module will focus on a different level of interactions. This time the students are                
expected to investigate whether different spaces in the given urban site meet the needs of certain                
demographic and/or socio-economic groups and therefore become spaces of these groups. In order to              
understand this further, students will use participatory methods such as on-site interviews, walking             
interviews (and/or other ‘on the move’ methods) and surveys designed by themselves. They will again               
work in groups of five in gathering further information from the site as well as interpreting it. 
Fieldwork: designing the data collection tool (survey board, documents, questionnaires etc.); carrying            
out the fieldwork in groups of five 
Data Presentation and Interpretation: mapping - adding a new layer to the previous mapping              
exercise showing (still, occurring and transforming) spaces of different demographic, social, economic            
groups of people - urban dwellers and passers by. 
Submission material: A2 poster with abovementioned information (one per group) 
Date: 20.02.2017-02.03.2017 
  
SUB-MODULE III: Intervening  the Everyday Life - Tactical Urbanism 
The last sub-module differs from the previous ones by being the first module for planning students that                 
aims to bring new structural elements designed by students to the selected fieldwork sites. This               
sub-module is inspired by the term tactical urbanism that refers to various temporary interventions that               
are likely to create long term changes in social behaviour. During this module each group of students will                  
be asked to come up with a new structure that is likely to make a change (either small or big) to the daily                       
urban life within selected urban areas. Students will find a chance to actually construct their designs and                 
observe the changes in everyday life by on-site observation and documentation.  
The urbanism module also includes lectures on various fundamental topics including natural            
environment, socio-spatial relationships in urban space, as well as essential methods of data collection              
and data visualisation in urban planning.  
Regarding the teaching focus, the Urbanism Module is designed to teach students essential methods of               
collecting and interpreting data from various sources, designing and conducting a fieldwork in urban              
areas, and designing small urban interventions. 
Design: Diagrams of the design process; Moodboards of the design element (colour, material, size              
etc.); 2D-3D Making drawings of the design element showing it in the place it will fit in (collage technique                   
may be used here); Constructing the design element in its actual size to be planted in the fieldwork site 



Fieldwork: Placing the design element in the fieldwork site; Observing and recording the reaction of               
people 
Submission material: A2 poster with abovementioned information + videos and other visuals (each             
student - individual submission) 
Date: 06.03.2017-23.03.2017 
 

Schedule 
 
09.02.2017 
Thursday 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
13.02.2017 
Monday 
  

  
  
Field trip to Kadıköy and Moda.  
Make your observations, take notes, draw sketches, take pictures and          
videos. Observe the built environment through concepts such as         
continuity, transparency, enclosure, human scale, entrance, passage       
and etc. Observe mobilities in the built environment.  
 
Homework: Start mapping different layers of physical environment and         
the mobility (group work) 
  
13:30-14:30 Pin-up: Discussion of the observations and recordings. 
14:30-15:30 Discussion on “Decoding Urban Physical Structure and its         
Interaction with Urban Mobilities” 
15:30-17:30 Studio work: sketching in layers (working on findings and          
records for mapping) 
  
Homework: Finalize your A2 poster (group work). 

16.02.2017 
Thursday 

  
  

13:30-15:30 Pin-up: Discussion of posters 
15:30-17:30 Discussion on “Decoding Spaces of Urban Dwellers &         
Passers by” and lecture on methods of data collection and data           
visualisation in urban planning.  
 
Homework: Determine your audience and data collection tool        
alternatives.  

20.02.2017 
Monday 

  
  

Studio work: Design your data collection tool (survey board,         
documents, questionnaires etc.); carrying out the fieldwork in groups of          
five. 
 
Homework: Finalize your data collection tools.  
  

23.02.2017 
Thursday 
 
27.02.2017 
Monday 
 
 
 
 
02.03.2017 
Thursday 

Field trip to Kadıköy and Moda.  
  
 
Studio work: Prepare your A2 posters by mapping - adding a new layer             
to the previous mapping exercise showing (still, occurring and         
transforming) spaces of different demographic, social, economic groups        
of people - urban dwellers and passers by. 
Homework: Finalize your posters 
 
13:30-16:30 Pin-up: Discussion of posters 



 
 
 
 
 
 
06.03.2017 
Monday 
 
 
09.03.2017 
Thursday 
 
 
 
13.03.2017 
Monday 
 
16.03.2017 
Thursday 
 
 
 
20.03.2017 
Monday 
 
 
 
 
 
 
23.03.2017 
Thursday 

  
  

16:30-17.30: Discussion on “Intervening the everyday Life and Tactical         
Urbanism” 
 
Homework: Do some research on “Tactical Urbanism”. Determine your         
intervention area, audience and develop your initial design ideas. 
 
13:30-15:30 Pin-up: Discussion of intervention ideas 
15:30-17:30 Work on your design ideas. Prepare moodboards of the          
design element (colour, material, size etc.) 
 
Studio work: Finalize your design idea and your implementation plan. 
 
Homework: Prepare materials for the construction of the design         
element, bring it on monday.  
 
Studio work: Construct the design element in its actual size to be            
planted in the fieldwork site. 
 
Field trip to Kadıköy and Moda. Implement your design to the specified            
area (group work). Observe the changes in everyday life by on-site           
observation and documentation, record the reaction of people (individual         
work).  
 
Studio work: Finalize your work.  
Individual work: Diagrams of the collective (group) design process;         
Moodboards of the design element (colour, material, size etc.); 2D-3D          
drawings of the design element showing it in the place it will fit in              
(collage technique may be used here). A2 poster (including the above           
information) and digital documentation (short-film; photos) of the        
intervention to be submitted by each student.  
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